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Introduction

The pilot was sitting upright in the cockpit. His
face was nearly hidden by his goggles and by his
oxygen mask. His right hand was resting lightly
upon the stick, and his left hand was forward on
the throttle. All the time he was looking around
him into the sky. From force of habit his head
never ceased to move from one side to the other,
slowly, mechanically, like clockwork, so that
each moment almost, he searched every part of
the blue sky, above, below, and all around
(Dahl 402).
In a cold winter night of 1944 a pilot was sitting
in an airplane bomber that slowly made its way over
the war ridden European landscape. On board its
x
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noisy cabin it carried an early mechanical computer.
This mechanical computer excelled at performing
complex calculations quickly, and was expected
to aid the crew in its navigation- and bomb trajectory calculations. As its name suggests, it did this all
mechanically, through the interaction of hundreds
of gears and cogs. This was a trying task for such
a delicate instrument in such a harsh environment.
Curiously enough, the computers performance did
not suffer from the cold, noisy and shaking airplane.
Rather, it performed better than expected; better
even than it had done during tests in quiet laboratories. Engineers soon realized that the vibrating
plane helped to keep the otherwise slightly sticky
mechanical elements moving freely, and before
long, many ground computers were outfitted with
small vibrating (diddering) motors to improve their
results (Pohlmann). Adding noise (visual, auditory,
physical, or even purely digital) is now quite common in various technological and practical fields.
Even though the story explains a bit, it still seems
counter intuitive.
2
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In this thesis I will analyze how the addition of
an amount of unpredictability to a recording can
grant us a better view of the absolute and untainted. I will focus on the use of noise in three different media: analogue to digital sound recording, the
novel A Tomb for Boris Davidovich by Danilo Kiš,
and the graphic novel Jimmy Corrigan, the Smartest
Kid on Earth by Chris Ware. In all the examples,
randomness plays a clarifying role opening up the
space for the observer to ‘read between the lines’; to
go beyond the inscribed, to break the quanta of the
recording.

3

Pink, White and Red

Noise, the randomness that underlies life,
arguably contains no meaningful information, and
can possibly obscure important signals. In its idealized manifestation, noise is random motion in a specific medium. It is controlled or restricted chaos in
the sense that it is chaos confined to a medium, a
maximum and minimum intensity, and a range of
frequency. In the field of audio, noise is qualified
by its frequency composition. The most common
compositions are white, pink and red noise. Since
noise is such a central theme to this thesis, the paper
has been divided, and colored by different types of
noise.

4
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White Noise

The term white noise is derived from white light.
Just as white light contains all frequencies of light,
white noise contains all frequencies of sound1. Its
name is somewhat confusing, because whereas we
perceive white light to have an equal composition
of all colors, white noise is quite clearly skewed
towards the higher frequencies in our perception,
even though it contains consistent energy levels
over the entire frequency range. Since the frequency range of our hearing is distributed more or less
according to a logarithmic scale, and we perceive
sound in terms of pitch and not of frequency2, this
1 Within the range of human hearing.
2 Whereas frequency is determined by absolute wavelengths on a linear
scale, pitch is concerned with proportional wavelength relationships –
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equal distribution of energy does not appear very
equal at all. This chapter will focus on the scientific
side of noise.
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The Grid – Analogue and
Digital Recording

The grid is an important aspect in digital recording. When digitalizing a signal, the output of
the signal becomes limited to a set of fixed values. A
grid is used to divide the different values or numbers
in one small set. Any translation of a signal results
in some form of distortion that is determined by the
type of translation. There are different approaches
to recording sound, amongst them analogue and
digital methods. The analogue recording makes
use of many drizzling particles, which can have a
positive or negative value. The recording is constricted in comparison to the original form, as it has
a narrower bandwidth and a more limited dynamic
resulting in a logarithmic scale.
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range3. Nonetheless, it is relatively continuous and
analogous to the original medium. The type of distortion that naturally occurs in this fashion is, to an
extent, considered pleasing to the human ear. It
consists primarily of harmonic distortion of the bass
frequencies, and soft compression on high end, both
of which sound very natural to the human hearing
(Robjohns).
In digital recording, the continuous signal is broken into equal pieces and plotted onto a grid. This
process is called quantization4. It is the mapping
of a continuous signal. The distortion induced by
this process is more rigid and considered to be less
pleasant. It is a detrimental distortion on the signal,
which results in ‘a loss of depth of sound, coldness
and thrill’ (Katz 54). In this paper I will focus on
one aspect of digital distortion which occurs in the

3 All audio systems are limited by inherent noise at low levels and by
overload distortion at high levels. The usable region in between these two
extremes is the dynamic range of the system. Expressed in dB.
4 (quantization is the process wherein the amplitude of the output signal
is limited to a set of fixed values or numbers.
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softer (with regards to volume) passages of a digital
recording.
Distortion in low level signals
In all forms of recording of a sound, a distortion is
induced. A recording can never perfectly capture
the sound as it exists in the atmosphere, and even
the sound wave itself is a continuous distortion of its
previous self as it passes through space and time. To
keep matters relatively simple though, I will consider the sound wave after it has been captured. After it
has passed through a relatively small region in space,
and the flow of its sound pressure levels have been
translated by a microphone to electrical current.5 At
this point the sound is still in motion, ready to be
transcribed into a “solid” medium. Recording to a
digital medium, the sound wave is recorded onto
5 The sound at this stage has already been subjected to many influences
ranging from the quality of the equipment to the placement of the
microphone. These factors are of importance to the end recording,
however they are beyond the scope of this paper, so we will assume that
the quality of the signal at this point is of the highest standard.
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the medium at regular intervals, and these values
are called samples. Since however, these values are
theoretically infinitely precise, and the recording
medium limited, the values are necessarily stored
as a limited representation. This truncating6. engenders quantization errors, and is a primary distorting
factor of the original signal. The only choice that
can be made is how precise the samples are stored.
The quantization errors are extremely small. On
a recording of CD quality, each sample is 16 bit,
this means that it can have one of 65536 discrete
values. This is to say that the grid onto which the
signal is plotted has 65536 vertical steps that range
from -32768 to +32768. The maximum truncation
error is half a sample step, and therefore the maximum error is .5/65536, or .00000763 of the maximum recordable value. It is very small.
For most of the recording, these sample quantization errors are not noticeable because of their relative
smallness. It would be like recreating the Empire
6 (truncation is the reduction of word length by cutting of the lower bits
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figure 1 - The empire state building

State Building7 onto a grid with steps of 5.8mm, and
thus having an error margin of 2.9mm. A picture of
that representation would not look much different
than the picture to the right. Actually, the picture
to the above is only 500 pixels or samples tall, so its
error margin is more around 38cm. But music is not
7 The Empire State Building is approximately 381 meters
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constantly recorded at the maximum capacity of the
recording medium. In softer passages of a recording,
the value of the quantization error (.5 of a sample
step) becomes increasingly large relative to the recorded sound. At the lowest volumes, these relative errors can become so large that the recording
completely loses its low level information. Delicate
curved waves are distorted into harsh stepped or
even square waves. The errors become the single
largest determining factors of the recorded sound
character.
Human hearing is so delicate that it is undoable
to keep raising the sample rate to push the quantization errors below the threshold of human hearing.
While capacities for data storage and data handling
are consistently increasing exponentially, the cost
and effort required to achieve a satisfactory low
quantization error is still problematic. So the problem arises: How can sound be recorded digitally
while maintaining the sound waves at their maximum intensity, and not losing the delicate nuances
of the low level passages?
14
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Figure 2

This image is the ‘ideal’ recording of a sine wave at
approximately 80Hz. The wave makes full use of the dynamic
range, and the high sample rate results in a smooth wave.

Figure 3

A lower dynamic range causes quantization or truncation
errors. Series of consecutive samples are rounded off to the
same digital values. This results in a clear distortion of the
original wave.

Figure 4

Quantization errors are compounded as less of the full
dynamic range is used. In the example, 25% of the range is
used. Due to the logarithmic nature of human hearing, this
results in a decrease in volume of 6dB, and is perceived as a
mere loss of volume of approximately 25%.

Figure 5

The strict truncating the original values leads to the lowest
error for each of the individual samples. On a larger scale
however, it results in a predictable distortion that is
aesthetically unpleasing.

Figure 6

By adding noise to the original wave, a sense of fluidity is
regained. Humans are extremely capable of distinguishing
noise from signal, and this compromise is considered far
more pleasing. While the error on individual samples is
increased, the overall aesthetics and precision of large
groups of data increases exponentially.
These figures illustrate quantization issues involved with translating waves to a digital
medium. All of the examples have an identical sample rate of 44100 samples per second.
In the image, each sample is one pixel wide. The difference is in the dynamic range, which
is the number of discrete values in loudness the digital recording accomodates. As the
dynamic range decreases, or the use of the available dynamic range decreases (fig. 3),
quantization becomes more noticable. This results in stepped or square waves.
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Dither
I think there’s something strangely musical about
noise.
-Trent Reznor
Dither is used to smooth out the ragged edges of the
quantization errors. Dither is a kind of noise that
is added to an analog signal before it is converted
to a digital medium. It is a random signal with an
intensity proportional to one digital sample step. In
low level signals, this randomness, by bypassing the
predictability of quantization errors, breaks up what
would otherwise be stepped or square waves. The
added noise is in itself extra distortion to the signal.
However, the noise is much less unpleasing than the
distortion that otherwise follows. Where the transformation of smooth waves into square ones creates
artificial peaks in the frequency response when the
recording is reproduced, dither creates a noise floor8

8 (the noise floor is the level of background noise in a signal, below which
the signal cannot be separated from the noise)
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that is in principle equally distributed over the entire frequency range of human hearing9.
Furthermore, the addition of randomness improves the accuracy over a large number of samples.
While for a single sample the addition of a random
value can only have a neutral to detrimental effect
on its quantified representation, over a large number of samples the average representation will significantly improve. So much so that theoretically,
the limitation of the dynamic range of a recording
is now no longer limited by the amount of values a
sample can have, but by the human ability to distinguish sound beneath the noise floor caused by the
dither.
Noise as a medium
By mapping, or trying to translate a flow or wave
into a fixed order, the details that the original
9 There are also many methods of “noise shaping” which shape the
dither into barely audible regions of human hearing, thus improving the
quality of the recording even more. But even adding evenly distributed
noise to a recording is a vast improvement over the distortion that would
otherwise occur.
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contains are lost. Sound waves are very similar to
waves in water. The waves of the sea seem to be perfect fluid forms, some bigger, some smaller. We only
perceive minor differences between them. Yet each
wave shows us increasing details the more closely
we look. And as each wave interacts with each other
wave, freely moving between and through each
other, the randomness upon randomness creates a
mesmerizing beauty.
In Genesis, Michel Serres explores the concept
of noise. He discusses the connotation of this word,
but also the scientific side and the concept of noise
as pertaining to hearing. For Serres, noise not only
serves as a murmur in the background, it becomes a
part of us: ‘We breathe background noise, the taut
and tenuous agitation at the bottom of the world,
through all our pores and papillae, we collect within us the noise of organization’ (7). The relation between noise and the living is malformed into being
and being into relation.
To Serres the noise may be the ground of being. In digitalizing we want to record a signal as
20
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purely as possible. To get a grasp of this pure wave,
quantization is used to lower the amount of data to
a manageable amount. But aye, there’s the rub; by
organizing the sound, the randomness, and with it
the beauty of sound, are lost. Noise and the randomness are necessary in digitalizing for the sound to
live and to breathe. The noise is the medium for the
existence of sound, and it seems as if noise is a vital
element in the recording of sound also. The noise
bulges out beyond the surrounding surface and becomes the material of form:
No life without heat, no matter, neither; no
warmth without air, no logos without noise, either. Noise is the basic element of the software
of all logic, or it is to the logos what matter used
to be to form. Noise is the background of information, the material of that form (Serres 7).
Waves and the noise they are comprised of are just
as inseparable as matter and form, as noise and logos, as warmth and air. Without noise there is no
21
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message; it is the material of sound and of waves.
And it is in the quantization of sound, with the removal of noise, that sound loses the essence of its
being.

22
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Pink Noise

Pink noise is noise that fits the human measure.
The frequency spectrum of pink noise is weighted
towards the lower frequencies in absolute terms.
This is because it is noise in which energy levels
are consistently distributed over octaves instead of
Hz. Where Hertz is a linear measure, octaves are
logarithmic and are in line with human aesthetics.
Octaves frequently arise in nature, as they have to
do with the doubling and halving of wavelengths.
Pink noise is the type of noise most often found in
nature, from waterfalls to the rustling of trees in the
wind. It seems more than a coincidence that it is the
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type of frequency composition that human hearing
is best fit to interpret10.
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Ambiguous Comprehension
of Individual Suffering

We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them
-Albert Einstein

10 And use for its survival.

26

There is an oppressive atmosphere that lurks
throughout A Tomb for Boris Davidovich. Danilo
Kiš creates this atmosphere to draw the reader into
the brute reality of political power, and to allow the
reader to experience the effect of power on people.
In the foreword of the English edition of A Tomb
for Boris Davidovich, Joseph Brodsky states that
‘The least that can be said about A Tomb for Boris
Davidovich is that it achieves aesthetic comprehension where ethics fail’. How does Danilo Kiš achieve
27
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this understanding? Why did he choose to portray
the regime of this dictator through these bleak aesthetics, and does he not directly address the specific
ethical issues and problems of that period? I will argue that the diffused aesthetic approach of Danilo
Kiš is powerful in dismantling the Stalinist communist structures, and explain why even comprehensive ethical approaches lack in substance.
Failure of ethics; in communism, ethics is
above all.
When Joseph Brodsky states that A Tomb for Boris
Davidovich ‘achieves aesthetic comprehension
where ethics fail’ this can be interpreted in two different ways. First of all, it can relate to ethics failing to achieve comprehension of the effects of postrevolutionary Russia on the lives of its inhabitants.
Secondly the statement can relate to the failure
of ethics in the stories themselves and in post-revolutionary Russia in general: it achieves aesthetic
comprehension of a failure or lack of ethics. Both
these interpretations are equally valid and equally
28
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important. I would argue that these are cause and
consequence – a sow and its farrow.
The principles upon which communist Russia
was built were designed to realize a utopia on earth;
an ideal society built within the walls of institutionalized ethics. To understand how this noble quest
could go so horribly wrong, we need to find some
way of looking at it that makes sense to us. From
the communist ethical (collective) perspective, Kiš
renders visible that these ethics serve to promote the
communist structures themselves. He shows us the
smooth lines of larger image: the bigger structures,
and overall effect on the masses.
According to Stalin there was no higher good in
communist ethics than to accept the necessity of
immoral actions (Verhofstadt). People are no longer
seen as whole individual beings, but rather as elements of an immense and boundless machine. ‘So in
a “surprising and inexplicable” way this man whose
political principles gave validity to a rigorous ethic,
this vehement internationalist, appears in the revolutionary chronicles as a character without a face or
29
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a voice’ (Kiš 73). In this perspective that was prevalent during this intense period, people disappeared
into the masses and into the history and their suffering disappeared along with them.
However, in order to even begin to be able to
draw any ethical conclusions regarding this period,
a proper analysis should include the experiences of
all individuals involved. ‘But to be true in the way
its author dreams about, it would have to be told in
Romanian, Hungarian, Ukrainian, or Yiddish; or,
rather, in a mixture of all these languages’ (3). There
are so many perspectives involved that there cannot
be one humanly comprehensible all-encompassing
truth. The only all-encompassing truth is the totality of the events themselves. Every form of summarizing them is a shortcoming.
The humanitarian failure of institutionalized
ethics cannot easily be comprehended through the
glasses of ethics. From the collective’s point of view
we only see masses, and the eyes of individuals don’t
offer insight in what goes wrong collectively.

30
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Aesthetics as a resource for
comprehension
As stated earlier, Joseph Brodsky affirms that A
Tomb for Boris Davidovich ‘achieves aesthetic comprehension’. But why is it that Brodsky believes
that Danilo Kiš can achieve this comprehension in
just seven stories, in a mere 132 pages? A central
element of the book is randomness and uncertainty.
The book follows seemingly random marginalized
people whose lives are determined by ostensibly
random and unclear events, and focuses on arbitrary
details in the midst of their turbulent lives. Trying
to interpret these random “facts” leads to ambiguity
– a space for doubtfulness or uncertainty. ‘History
recorded him as Novsky, which is only a pseudonym (or, more precisely, one of his pseudonyms).
But what immediately spawns doubt is the question:
did history really record him?’ (73). Danilo Kiš uses
ambiguity to invalidate specific details regarding
individual stories and thus pushes the underlying
aesthetics to the foreground, creating from them
universal themes about an institutionalized Russia.
31
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These random elements create a noise floor as it
were, seemingly working to obscure that what really
happened. With the raising of this noise floor, the
truths about people and situations are constantly
broken down leaving the reader with fragmented
elements of a story; each of which the truthfulness
is questionable.
It is in this uncertainty that the characters in A
Tomb for Boris Davidovich live, and must act. Here
Kiš raises the question of the possibility for justified
actions in uncertainty. In various circumstances the
characters try to undertake actions which they believe are morally just. But what actions are morally
just is always questionable. If they cannot be frank
and open about their own convictions, how can they
be certain about the convictions of those around
them? Is it possible to believe in a moral truth in a
world in which people around you are perhaps nothing more than a facade? In a sense the reader is put
into the same circumstance as the characters in Kiš’
novel, as we are constantly left with the question:
did that what is being told really happen?
32
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An important method that Kiš employs to create
ambiguity is the use of ‘faction’. This combination
of fact and fiction leave the reader in doubt as to
what is fact and what is fiction. This is accentuated
by the contradictory nature of the different sources of information. As an aesthetic motif, it creates
an oppressive atmosphere, often giving the reader
the feeling to be lost in many volumes of different
sources of history. These sources are often transformed into gloomy and dark passages. ‘But since
the first cornerstone of Saint Sophia was laid by the
eternally blessed Vladimir, much water and blood
and many corpses have flowed down the glorious
Dnieper’ (37) This creates a terrifying image, as
if it is carrying the remnants of the brutish history.
There are no direct ethical claims as to the events
that have transpired, however this opens up a very
strong atmosphere that haunts the reader even after
the book has been closed.
Danilo Kiš employs aesthetic motifs in his stories.
An example of the rotten egg in “The Knife with
the Rosewood Handle” shows this in a delicate way:
33
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‘As bait he placed an egg that (as he had made absolutely certain) already held a Cochin chicken, rotting as if in a coffin’ (6). The egg in this example not
only contributes to the atmosphere of the story, but
also serves as a strong symbol; The chicken, born to
rot in its tomb, reminds us of many of the characters
and people who were born to live their cursed lives
in a system without an exit, as an organic element in
a merciless machine. With the use of creating atmospheres and aesthetic images Kiš gives us an intuitive and almost experiential understanding of this
human tragedy. In an interview with Lela Zečković
in “Raster”, Danilo Kiš explains his stance regarding the paradoxical nature of achieving objectivity
by the method of obscuring:
I am of the opinion that it is precisely via the
metaphor that one achieves objectivity, which
in turn comes from artistic experience. And
from artistic affinity, of course. Because precisely the concealing of the theme leads, paradoxical as it may sound, to objectification. Just as the
34
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irony that is its result. And all of that is precisely
the consequence of artistic idiosyncrasy on the
one hand, and nourished kinship on the other
(Zečković 54). 11
Kiš creates a foundation of noise that opens up the
reader to the possibility of uncertainty. Uncertainty
of how truthfully the events and characters are and
how much weight each element must be given with
regard to the larger story. As the elements are not
integrated into the storyline they remain open possibilities hanging in stasis and constantly shifting in
meaning as new elements are introduced. In this
foundation of noise the signal as it were of the story
gains equal treatment and the ambiguity that is created in this way lends depth and substance to the
overall story.
11 Translated from Dutch: ‘Ik ben van mening dat je juist via de
metafoor objectiviteit bereikt, die weer voortkomt uit artistieke ervaring.
En uit artistieke affiniteit, natuurlijk. Want juist het verhullen van het
thema leidt, hoe paradoxaal dat ook mag klinken, tot objectivering. Net
als de ironie die er het resultaat van is. En dat alles is juist het gevolg van
artistieke idiosyncrasie enerzijds, en gevoede verwantschap anderzijds.’
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Dynamic Range
‘By having written this book, Danilo Kiš simply
suggest that literature is the only available tool for
the cognition of phenomena whose size otherwise
numbs your senses and eludes human grasp.’ (xvii)
A Tomb for Boris Davidovich employs a method
of uncertainty and random elements. This technique fits stylistically as a reflection of the traumatic
war experience. Where the smallest random events
could have life altering consequences, and where
the life altering and the mundane exists side by side.
But I believe that there is more to this style than
purely the stylistically appropriate. It is no simple
task to even attempt to describe the enormous dynamic range of emotions and events that exist in
periods such as the Second World War or Stalinist
Russia without losing sight of the delicate individual experience. Kiš is faced with a similar problem
as we have seen earlier with digital recording: when
the dynamic range of elements is large, details are
easily lost in engulfing events. Where the life and
society altering are juxtaposed with the mundane
36
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and the personal, it is all too easy to fall into generalizations, caricatures or pathetic characters. In
these generalizations, we lose the richness of the
spectrum of details of the individual. It is flattened,
quantized, to a single integer.
The fact that I am aware of the latent danger
of pomposity, sentimentality and pathos makes
sure that constantly apply self-censorship in everything that I write, and from that there flows
objectification and an ironic attitude towards
my own (latent) sensitivity. (Zečković 54) 12
And as with digital recording, Danilo Kiš uses a
technique that tries to record the indescribable.
There is no core in his writing, just as the morals of
the time have lost core, their common ground. Kiš
refuses to pin down his characters or their situation.
12 Translated from Dutch: ‘Het feit dat ik me bewust ben van het latent
gevaar van hoogdravendheid, sentimentaliteit en pathetiek zorgt ervoor
dat ik op alles wat ik schrijf voortdurend zelfcensuur toepas, en daaruit
vloeit weer objectivering en een ironische houding ten opzichte van mijn
eigen (latent) gevoeligheid voort.’

37
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Nor does he employ a philosophical or other theoretically exact approach to create comprehension
of communism in Eastern Europe. This would be
almost impossible to achieve – both from a collective viewpoint as from the perspective of the millions of individuals who lived in this reality. Rather,
instead of pointing the reader in a specific direction,
towards facts or statistics, he drops the reader into
the unstable noise of the human measure – into the
experience of the revolutionaries who got eaten up
by their own revolution. Kiš creates a unique and
irreplaceable work that gives us insight into a world
of terror and revolution.

38
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Red Noise

Finally there is red – or Brown(ian) – noise.
Red noise is the integral of white noise, and derives
its name from its similarity to the ‘random walk’ of
Brownian motion and its corresponding frequency
composition. Digitally, successive samples have a
higher probability to remain close to each other in
value. This results in an energy distribution which
is skewed further towards lower frequencies. It is
noise in which samples are dependent upon each
other.

41
Nouakchott, Mauritania Photography: Steve McCurry
National Geographic August 1987
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Disorder as a Driving
Narrative Force

Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, and today is a gift, that’s why it is called the Present
-Mr. Oogway in Kong Fu Panda
Jimmy Corrigan does not seem to be a born storyteller. When his stepsister puts him on the spot to
tell something about himself, he hesitantly tells
her about how he likes to go to movies and to collect magazines. These little facts seem to emphasize
the lonely and empty life of her stepbrother and almost put her to sleep. It is this atmosphere of emptiness, and surrender to that emptiness, that persists
throughout the pages of Jimmy Corrigan: the smartest kid on earth. This void is communicated to the
42
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reader just as Jimmy Corrigan would tell a story, not
consistent and action driven, but disconnectedly
and with great shifts in detail, time and importance.
His isolation is emphasized by the simplified style,
and the strongly separated panels with their thick
black borders. Precisely within the bounds of the
clean and repetitive appearance it is disorder that
brings life to the story. Disorder in Jimmy Corrigan
is comprised of unexpected jumps and panels in the
story that interrupt the expected flow of time and
narrative. The jumps however, are never completely random as they always seem to be bound through
intuitive or associative connections. Just as how in
red noise the samples are connected through a series of random yet related jumps, the experiences of
Jimmy Corrigan are loaded with associations that
hinge between the plot driven and the random.
In Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth,
Ware stretches notions of time and order while still
emphasizing the fragmentary nature of the comic
narrative display. In this chapter we will examine
disorder as a driving narrative force.
44
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Disorder - fragmented telling
The life of Jimmy Corrigan is told in disorder. It is
about three generations of men and their tragic relationships with their fathers. The storytelling seems
to revolve around a sense of purposelessness and timelessness that stems from
the absent central figure in Jimmy’s
life. On various levels, the story makes
unexpected shifts in time and narrative
leaving behind unresolved fragments. It
is reminiscent of the box of photos that
Amy shows Jimmy. Each photo triggers
a new story; a new story that gives us a
little window into the life and history 	
  figure 7 - a box of fotos
of Jimmy Corrigan. These stories and their often
unclear relation to each other and unclear place in
time, force the reader off the path of the plot driven
narrative, left to create connections and a frame of
reference that makes sense.
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13

It is, if you like, the unrolling of a spool, for there
is no living being who does not feel himself coming gradually to the end of his role; and to live is
grow old. […] But actually it is neither an unrolling nor a rolling up, for these two similes evoke
the idea of lines and surfaces whose parts are
homogeneous and superposable on one another
(Introduction to metaphysics 26).
	
  

In this two-page sequence (fig.2), which characterizes Jimmy’s relation to women and (super) men14,
time is quite ambiguous. We see Jimmy carrying his
spool with on it the themes that characterize his life.
The themes shift in meaning through time while
they are superposed upon different contexts. In
this sense the story raises questions about linearity
and consistency through time. When we examine
the pages closer, it is unclear how long the intervals
13 Figure 8. Jimmy’s relation to women and (super) men. In: Jimmy
Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth
14 It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s…
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between panels actually are (hours, days, years?), or
where the panels could be placed in the timeline
of the overall story. The reader is apparently given
clues as to duration and time through the order of
the panels and seasonal conditions. However, instead of denoting timeframes, the seasons seem
more indicative of a mood than anything else. Such
unresolved fragments appear frequently throughout the comic. They deny closure, and linger as the
silent panels McCloud discuses in Understanding
Comics: ‘When the content of a silent panel offers
no clues as to its duration it can also produce a sense
of timelessness. Because of its unresolved nature,
such a panel may linger in the readers mind. And
its presence may be felt in the panels which follow
it’ (102). It is the same with the content of many
panels and story fragments in Jimmy Corrigan; they
provide no (or only ambiguous) clues regarding the
duration of the fragments, or to their relation to other fragments. In this sense the panels communicate
the intuitive experience of duration as described in
the philosophy of Bergson.
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The philosophy of Bergson is often referred to as
the metaphysics of time, since Bergson argues that
time is reality. A major theme in his oeuvre is the
concept of time that he calls duration. In this he contrasts ‘time as duration’ against the physics of time –
time that is measurable and identical for everybody,
time that imposes order onto the world. ‘Instead of a
discontinuity of moments replacing one another in
an infinitely divided time, it [intuition] will perceive
the continuous fluidity which flows along, indivisible’ (The Creative Mind 246).
Bergson argues that time is experienced as duration. Duration according to Bergson is an uninterrupted flow of constantly shifting dynamic continuity. Here a parallel can be drawn with the analogue
signal – a multitude of magnetic particles – as oppose to the quantization that demarcates conscious
positions that progresses on a sterile line. Every particle has duration and in the continuity of time, is an
element in constantly shifting circumstances. Both
constituting and given meaning by the context.
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It seems as if Ware is attempting to communicate
the life of Jimmy Corrigan as a shifting dynamic continuity, rather than a linear plot. Within the bounds
of the rigid order that the panels impose, Ware
emphasizes the inner experience of Jimmy. By denying straightforward closure between panels and
storylines, rigid time is forgone, and replaced with a
sense of duration that leads to (almost forces) intuitive understanding. It does not necessarily seem to
be Ware’s purpose to make a coherent and chronological story, but rather, to provide us insight and
emotional affinity with the life of Jimmy Corrigan.
Japanese Way of Telling
The manner in which time and the experience of
events are portrayed seem to be a reflection of the
inner experience of Jimmy. Seemingly random elements are highlighted and lengthened, while what
would generally be considered to be important information to the storyline is omitted. Furthermore,
the heavy borders accentuate the fragmentary comic form, distinguishing panels from each other. This
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not only highlights and frames the singular events,
but also places a strong focus on the closure in between the events. Besides helping to emphasize the
distance between Jimmy and the people around
him, it sets up a motif in which figure and ground
are constantly shifting.
In his chapter on closure, Scott McCloud differentiates early Western comics from Japanese comics
on the incidence of various forms of panel to panel
closure used. In this, Japanese comics deviate from
the more Western style of plot driven closure to
include aspect to aspect, moment to moment transitions and non-sequitur. This emphasizes time as
a subjective experience, and as McCloud remarks,
it is ‘an art of intervals’ (81-2). In figure 3 the act
of cleaning up the table of the evidence of its previous occupants is omitted, and replaced with the
‘non-sequitur’ transitions to and from the central
Jimmy Corrigan panel. The emotional experience
of Jimmy is stressed by this image in its clashing colors which seems to mirror the image below it. The
tension created by the mismatch in portrayed time
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  Figure 9 - an emotional outburst

and experienced time evokes uneasiness in the reading. The gaps and confusing breaks are intuitively
filled in by the reader, and due to the omission of
key actions, much importance is given to this missing information. The internal confusion and detachment is further illustrated by the shifting perspectives and compounded pictorial breaks caused by
the windows.
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Figure 10 - A battle in which a finger is lost.

Above is the sequence in which a finger is lost.
This exemplar page consists almost entirely of aspect to aspect or moment to moment transitions.
It is quite difficult to decipher what is going on, or
where it is taking place, or who it concerns. At a first
reading it seems as if it is another of Jimmy’s fantasies, or just an unrelated set of events – the interval
between Jimmy regaining consciousness after being
struck by a van, and his arrival at the hospital. As
such it is the negative space of the story, connected
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only by the bird carrying the peach blossom from
the battle field to a nest in a window of Jimmy’s
hospital. An interval hinting at us that everything
is connected and cyclical. This combination of
Japanese style with Western technique causes us to
jump into the story unaware, soaking up the experience which is carried on through the story.
Shifting contexts
We have talked about how noise or randomness
helps to create emotional affinity or depth of the
characters. But this is because the noise contains
within it still a signal. In the simplified comic form
the signal is quantized. And in Jimmy Corrigan,
there can be various elements identified of the signal because of their recurrence.
In what other way could one present unconsciousness? It would be better, to use as a comparison the myriad tinted spectrum, with its insensible
gradations leading from one shade to another. A
current of feeling which passed along the spectrum,
assuming in turn the tint of each of its shades, would
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experience a series of gradual changes, each of
which would announce the one to follow and would
sum up those which preceded it. Yet even here the
successive shades of the spectrum always remain
external on to another. They are juxtaposed; they
occupy space (An Introduction to Metaphysics 26).
A comparison can be drawn to analogue recording tape – a tape consisting of a myriad of magnetic
particles, each containing unique information, and
together forming a complex whole. Every particle
has duration and, in the continuity of time, is an
element of constantly fluctuating circumstances.
Simultaneously constituting, and given meaning by
the shifting context. Our intellect tends to want to
break reality up and imposes boundaries, resulting
in disparate elements. Our intuition on the other
hand, is much more capable of experiencing reality
as the continuous flow, an integrated and connected. Through the recurrence of the signal elements,
the quantized medium begins to display analogue
characteristics.
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In Jimmy Corrigan, various concepts reappear in
varying circumstances. Small horses, superheroes,
peaches, the bacon ‘HI’, rain and snow just to name
a few, are images that repeat themselves throughout
the novel, piercing through time, space and fantasy.
The repetition of these elements focus our attention to that what has changed. Thus the similar
highlights the dynamic and the changing relations
between the variables (Tufte 168-9).
In “Chris Ware and the Pursuit of Slowness”
Georgiana Banita discusses the opening sequence
of the battle of Shiloh, in which a finger is lost.
‘Moreover, while static, these panels travel, as it
were, across the book’s multiple sections, punctuating the narrative and performing an integrative
function through their
conspicuous recurrence’
(185). The story of the
lost finger passes through
the novel, to turn from a
disturbing day dream, to
	
  figure 11 - A found finger
an oppressive father-son
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dinner some 30 years later. What was originally a
ground to the figure of Jimmy’s adventures, accentuating the shock of his accident, now appears to be
a forming factor in the lives of the Corrigan men.
The use of placeholders helps the narrative to retroactively give meaning to earlier events (Brogan 19).
The sequences travel as sustained notes through the
novel.
Bergson describes how a melody is as a continuous flow: ‘There is simply the continuous melody
of our inner life – a melody which is going on and
will go on, indivisible, from the beginning to the end
of our conscious existence. Our personality is precisely that’ (The Creative Mind 260). We hear the
melody as a whole, one moment flows into the next
moment. And the indivisible continuity is what constitutes the duration.
The melody of Jimmy’s life is in a
minor key. The fragment of the lost
finger of the father of James is a continuation of the past. And so it is with
	
  figure 12 - A peachy
family tree
many elements in the novel. They
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are sequenced into the novel. Appearing when
you least expect them, only to disappear soon after.
While the novel reads sequentially, from cover to
cover, the complex story diagrams are no accident,
helping to illustrate the intricate interrelations in
between the pages.
Involvement between the panels
Life for Chris Ware seems to be a complex issue. In
Jimmy Corrigan: the smartest kid on earth, Ware
attempts to communicate life in all its aspects, its
connections and accidents, while highlighting experienced life over measured life. In this duality,
Ware’s work strongly coincides with the vision of
Bergson. Time is measurable, consistent, but time
is also an experience; intuitive, connected; what
Bergson calls duration. Duration must be experienced with intuition, instead of intellect. Time is
portrayed in the panels, duration is experienced in
between them.
Telling the story of Jimmy Corrigan in a sequential medium, Ware still manages to strengthen
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involvement of the reader through fragmentation
and the obscuring of key elements: ‘elements omitted from a work of art are as much a part of that work
as those included’ (McCloud 82). As we discover as
we progress through the novel, these voids can often
become integral elements of the narrative.
This is the genius of Ware in the comic medium.
Ware does not attempt to amplify the details, but
maintains a very minimal and sober work. He focuses on the space between the panels – through
fragmentation of the narrative, non-action based
transitions, and recurring elements in ever shifting
contexts. These are all forms of breaking the quanta
of elements by adding randomness to the otherwise
linear plot. These techniques of randomness, bypass the intellect, and keep the readers involved.
This is what creates the richness in the work.
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Conclusion

Simplifying reality is an inevitable consequence of recording. In this simplification, it is all
too easy to lose the essence of that what we are trying to record. Our efforts are naturally inclined to
focus our limited recording bandwidth on the signal,
and to minimize as much as possible the interference of other elements. But does this always lead to
the best results?
In this thesis I have analyzed the use of noise to
enhance a recording in three different media. In
each example, the type of noise used was different
– ranging from a pure random signal, to ambiguity,
to the fragmentation of story lines. In each case the
addition of noise asks of the observer a form of effort
60
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to pick out what is noise and what is signal. This
effort would seem to be counterproductive. But this
effort of deducing what is real and what is not pulls
the reader into the recording, breaking the simplification and quantization inherent to the recording.
In each medium, the type of noise used is quite
different. In analogue to digital recording a pure
random signal is used to shake the samples out of
a predictable quantization pattern. Opening up
the depths of the dynamic range. In A Tomb for
Boris Davidovich noise is used to enhance the uncertainty of life and the ambiguity of events. This
allows us as readers to begin to really comprehend
life in an era of dictatorship. In the third, and last
chapter we explored red noise as unexpected, yet
associative jumps that occurred in Jimmy Corrigan:
The Smartest Kid on Earth. It manages to create
profound and complex connections through time in
the sequential art that is comics.
The differences of the use of noise are inherent
to the form of the medium, and how that medium
acts upon our senses. I believe that these media
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evolve to adapt to our senses, and that the noise or
randomness is a key element in this evolution.
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